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Introduction 
Banana is a fruit that is commonly found in Thailand. Banana is a plant that is 

easy to grow. Grow quickly and have fruit, so when talking about bananas, Thai people tend to 

think of fruits that can be eaten easily. Have high benefits for the body at an affordable 

price for the reason that bananas are readily edible plants. Therefore, Thai people tend 

to use the word banana as a daily conversation to show situations that can be easily 

understood or occurring, such as "Banana Stories," which means situations. It has a 

high possibility or can easily achieve the goal. 

Banana is a plant that likes hot and humid weather, so the first locus of bananas 

has assumed that bananas have originated in southern Asia. Since the area was found 

native bananas, both with seeds and without seeds Caused by the migration of people 

from Western Asia To the Pacific Islands In the migration process, people always bring 

food or supplies with them. One of the supplies that people often carry with is banana 

shoots because bananas are a plant that can easily grow. The variety of banana varieties 

spread from South Asia to the Pacific Islands and spread to other areas in Asia as well. 

In Thailand, "bananas" are plants that are commonly grown in all areas. Both the 

original native bananas that exist in Thailand and the bananas from neighboring 

countries. In the Sukhothai period, Bananas that are well-known among people at that 

time, especially "Tani Kluai". Ban Tani is a banana originating in southern India, China, 

and Burma. Therefore it is assumed that the distribution of bananas should first enter 

Thailand in the early Sukhothai period. 

Moreover, The spread of bananas into Thailand has also appeared in chronicles 

from various countries. Of King Chulalongkorn and banana varieties are planted back 

in Thailand (Department of Science Service, 2017, page 2-3). At present, there are many 

varieties of popular bananas in Thailand, such as Thong Hom Kluai, Kluai Hom Kluay. 

Kluai Hom Chan, Kluai Hom, Banana, Tani, Kluai Mun, Kluai Muk, Kluai Kluai,   

Kluay Thong, Kluay Kluay, and Klu Nam Wa. from various species, showing the long 

relationship and relationship between Thai and different banana species. Especially 

Kluai Namwa Which is a banana that provides high energy Easy to find and cheap 

Besides, from ancient times to the present, Thai people like to grind ripe, ripe bananas, 

grind them with food or rice. The baby eats after weaning. As an energy source as well. 

At present, both raw and ripe banana products have been processed into many 

products such as dried bananas, putty bananas, and preserved bananas. These products 

are products that generate income for various communities. Kluai Kuan Tong Kaew is 

another community product that has been processed from ripe Kluai Namwa bananas 

and has become a product that generates income and fame for Kamphaeng Phet 

Province. Not allergic to famous products Like bananas, eggs in any way In the past, 
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Kluai Kuan Tong Kaew group used only Kluai Namwa banana as the main raw material 

for processing into souvenirs such as Kluai Kuan Tong Kaew. However, nowadays, 

with the condition and strength of the area, Kluai Kuan Tong Kaew group has brought 

bananas, which is a famous product of Kamphaeng Phet province, to be transformed 

into a Kamphaeng Phet fixed deposit product. 

 

Objectives of the Article 
 1. Bananas and the Thai way of life 

 2. Souvenir products 

 3. Kluai Kuan Tong Kaew products Kamphaeng Phet Province 

 

Bananas and the Thai lifestyle 
Bananas have long been associated with the Thai lifestyle, especially in the 

locality. That is close to nature Bananas act as herbs for pregnant women. Which has 

properties in nourishing the womb, and creating energy Banana leaves can be used as 

food wrapping materials. Banana stalks can be used to make horses, banana stalks, 

which are used in childhood. Alternatively, it can also be made into a banana leaf mask 

Or even in an unfortunate event such as a banana stalk funeral, can also be used to 

support the coffin. "Banana" has become an indispensable thing in performing various 

ceremonies. According to the beliefs of Thai people, Examples of beliefs or activities 

that include bananas as part of Baisi welcome ceremony Loi Krathong tradition 

(Request for forgiveness from Phra Mae Kongka), including ceremonies related to 

exorcise. (Phichitra phetparee, 2014) From the above statement, the author would like 

to classify bananas according to the relationship with the lifestyle of Thai people into 4 

points. Namely belief In the longevity of the food and the ceremony as follows 

1. In terms of beliefs, Thai people believe in bananas in many ways. One of the 

beliefs of Thais and bananas is Beliefs about pregnancy In which Thai people believe 

that "Pregnant women cannot eat double bananas Because there is a belief that twins 

will be given. "During lactation, lactating women believed about banana blossom that 

"If eating a banana flower, it will help increase the amount of milk." Since the banana 

flower is a plant that is high in iron, nourishes the blood, making pregnant women have 

breast milk for there baby. In addition to the beliefs about the benefits of bananas, Thai 

people also believe in things that are not visible and concerning bananas such as the 

Kluay Tani ghost, which Thais believe that The Tani ghost or Nang Prai Tani will live 

in a clean, smooth banana tree. There is no dry leaf; she is the ghost. That has a beautiful 

face White skin and will appear at night under the banana tree that he possessed 

 
Figure 1 shows the processing of banana blossom for cooking  

(Thai Food Learning Center, CU.) 
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Figure 2 showing an image of banana blossom (Herb corner, 2015) 

 

 2. In terms of longevity, Thai people believe that bananas and longevity are         

If the banana is covered with honey, then apply the cement to the edge of the container 

before closing. Then place the container under the base of the Buddha image for three 

months. The banana that is in the container can then be eaten as an elixir. This method 

is like the strategy of the older people of the ancient people to use in preserving food 

(bananas). 

 3. In terms of food, in the olden days, the first food that babies had eaten after 

milk was ripe mashed bananas and steamed rice. Bananas have become the food and 

vitamin source that parents choose for their babies. Even today, many families still use 

ripe bananas that are ground with rice as food supplements for babies. Bananas have 

become a local fruit that has been familiar to Thai people since childhood. When comparing 

bananas with other fruits such as apples, it was found that Bananas are four times more 

protein than apples, more than two times carbohydrates, three times more phosphorus, five 

times more vitamin A and iron, and rich in potassium. Which is a mineral that is 

essential for the work of muscles and nerves Helps control blood pressure 

 
Figure 3 Crushing bananas with rice (Moneytan, 2018) 

 

 4. In the ceremony, Thailand is a country that Buddhism is a national religion. 

Therefore, most rituals of Thai Buddhists tend to have bananas as an element. To be 

used as a sacrifice, such as the Thai Baisi ceremony, Baisri can be divided into early 

Baisri, vertical Baisri, or first class Baisri. Baisri trees will use banana trees as a core, 

which will have many layers starting from 3-5-7 and nine layers, respectively. Baisi 

trees in each region are fabricated in different ways. Baisi Ton is considered a large 

Baisi, difficult to make. It requires a lot of effort and patience to get the desired style. 

Baisri is made in many forms, such as lotus petals, Sattahipbak, Phaka petals, naga 

petals, elephant face petals, and folded into a cone. The placement of Baisi is placed on 

a foundation to reduce the size. Baisri trees have a pine-tiered and straight shape. 
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Figure 4 shows the pictures of Baisi set and Baisi tree respectively (Patiphan Boonmee) 

 

 Another tradition that Thai people often use banana trees to use is Wedding 

tradition, which will be used along with sugar cane Banana, and sugarcane trees will be 

used as components in the Khan procession. "Banana" means to say, is a symbol. Used 

to bless the wedding couple with children easily and abundantly. Full house, like a 

banana tree. "Ton oi" means a happy marriage life. Fulfillment and sweetness like a 

flavor of sugar cane, so the banana trees and sugar cane plants that are dug for use at 

weddings. Will have to dig, stick to the roots, and choose the perfect stem or shoot 

Bridegroom Must be planted together. As though it was speculation that If the banana 

tree grows fruitful and the sugar cane grows sweet, it is believed that the love of this 

young couple will be smooth. Have a full house Have grandchildren full of cities Good 

economic status (Kulthida Chatpaiyai and Others, 2014) 

When evaluating the benefits of bananas, it is found that Bananas contain three 

types of natural sugars: sucrose, fructose, and glucose combined with fiber and food 

residues. The studies have shown that eating two bananas gives enough energy to 

exercise for 90 minutes because bananas contain high potassium, which is an important 

nutrient that helps the heart be normal. It has a positive effect on the delivery of oxygen 

to the brain and adjusts the water level in the body. As we stress, our metabolic rates 

will rise. Causing the level of potassium in the body to decrease But the potassium level 

in bananas helps to maintain balance in our body; besides, bananas are also low in salt, 

making it ideal for those who want to control their salt levels. Especially kidney disease 

patients. Also, bananas can help reduce the risk of arteriosclerosis by up to 40% 

(Chanpen Butsai and Sana Bua Sanit, 2012, page 3). From the various benefits, 

"bananas" become fruits or products that are in people’s memory. Therefore, when we 

go to various places, We often see various kinds of bananas, both fresh and processed, 

into different products according to the needs of the area. 

Kamphaeng Phet province is one of the provinces that are rich and suitable for 

the cultivation of many plants, especially "Kluai Khai". Kluai Khai has become a 

product in Kamphaeng Phet Province. Not only Kluai Khai has built a reputation for 

Kamphaeng Phet province. However, the processed products from Kluai Namwa Kluai 

Hom is also a souvenir product that is well-known to Kamphaeng Phet province as well. 

 

Souvenir products 
History of souvenirs Without any evidence to say directly But relying on human 

behavior that has Exchanging and sharing things have continued for a long time. In the 

beginning, it may be an exchange for the necessities of living, such as food and clothing. 

Alternatively, the gift has been given to each other since humans were born into the 
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world. Nowadays, souvenirs are given to each other. Used to honor various occasions 

and occasions. Although some souvenirs may not have a price But the spiritual value 

that the giver has to the recipient of the gift may be considered an object of joy to the 

giver Given with love, respect, faith, and nostalgia for the recipient The gift has 

therefore influenced human feelings, which pass on good feelings to each other. In the 

present, social conditions have changed. Souvenir Man-made to make or distribute as 

souvenirs for distribution and the development of forms. The quality of products is 

increasing. To comply with the needs of consumers. 

 

Gift meaning 

The meaning of souvenirs as defined in the dictionary. The Royal Institute Year 

1999 has separated the meaning of the word "of," which means various things that are 

used to prefix the possession. The word "remember" means to think about the past, such 

as recalling background. Therefore, the word souvenir may mean Things that cause 

reminiscence and misses. There are also similar meanings and definitions. For example: 

- Souvenirs may refer to incentives Stimulate thought Think of the story Related 

(Arunwan Tangchan and Niraj Sudsang, 2010-2011, Page 97) 

- Souvenirs may refer to media that are used for memory. In the past Became 

clear today 

- Souvenirs may refer to symbols representing people, events, or events 

occurring in the past To remind or remind him of the time 

- Souvenirs mean articles that are reminding of places that have been to reflect 

certain characteristics and traditions. 

 

Souvenirs may have different names according to the occasion. For example, if 

given on birthdays, weddings, new years, it is called a gift. If people give it to the loved 

ones and respected as Gifts, or if they give it as a reward, such as a funeral, they are 

called souvenirs or gift-giving. 

Souvenirs, which are made in various forms, such as consumer goods, utensils, 

and jewelry, are related to materials, techniques, methods of production, and purpose 

of use. As well as other influences such as beliefs, religion, politics, culture, economy, 

and society make souvenirs with different styles. The gift classification can be 

organized by using the following principles. 

 

Souvenir type 

Souvenirs may be classified according to the purpose of use as follows 

(Arunwan Tangchan and Nirat Sudsang, 2010-2011, p. 97). 

 1. This type of food has been shared from the past. Due to not being able to Can 

be stored for a long time and consumed in a short period, so it is not accepted as a 

souvenir Later Edible products have developed forms, quality, storage, and packaging 

to be suitable, beautiful, and attractive until these types of souvenir products have 

received popularity and interest from many buyers. 

 2. The type of tools that are used in today's daily life and are also very popular. 

Special that we tend to be sent to very pleasing work. 

 3. Management styles to respond to human needs in interior design Buildings 

or buildings for product design ceremonies with good design in colors and shapes. 

Entice buyers. 
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Banana Kuan Tong Kaew Kamphaeng Phet Province 

Banana Kuan products, even though they are products that are everywhere in 

Thailand. Nevertheless, when thinking of souvenirs Souvenirs in Kamphaeng Phet 

Province, Many people will think of "bananas", both fresh and processed products from 

bananas such as bananas, bananas, putty bananas, Blake bananas. The Agricultural 

Housewife Group of Joan Nam Samakkhi is another group of enterprises that turn to 

operate the banana processing business. Which was established on December 23, 2000,   

has an initial number of 30 members. This gathering occurred from the similar occupation 

of villagers In the villages which are Agricultural occupation. When it comes to working, 

every household will similarly go to work. 

Furthermore, when free from work, every home also has free time during the same 

period as well. Therefore, during the period of abstaining from cultivation, the villagers 

join together in various activities. Within the village Activities that villagers do together 

are Banana Processing, Especially banana products, because Kluai Namwa is a banana 

that has weather resistance and is a plant that Thai people like to eat. It can be used to make 

many kinds of desserts, such as dried bananas, banana slices, banana snacks, and boiled 

rice porridge. Causing most villagers to plant bananas in their own homes when it is 

ripe bananas Bananas in the village will ripen at the same time-causing more bananas 

to be consumed during the same period-coupled with the need to increase income for the 

family during the vacancy from the main occupation. The villagers, therefore, consulted 

to find ways to increase income for their households. With the leadership of Ms. Rungnapa 

Waiwijit, President of Ko Nam Joan Samakkhi Agricultural Housewife Group, at present, 

he requests for help and support from the Kamphaeng Phet Provincial Agricultural 

Extension Office. To send staff to train the processing of agricultural products (Kluai 

Kuan) from raw materials that are in the community a lot Which at that time the product 

that was in the community a lot was Bananas and grapefruit. Therefore, the first product 

that was formed from a group of villagers in Ko Nam Joan Samakkhi Village is Kluai 

Kuan and Pomelo Kuan (Rung Napha Waiwichit, 2020). 

From dedication Due to the diligence and cooperation of members within the 

group, the Kuan Guan Tongkaew group now has a lot of other products to market. And 

has a variety of distribution activities, such as booths selling OTOP products, selling 

online Store sales, which include wholesale and retail cases Resulting in the strong 

financial status of the group, the members of the group can finally earn income to 

support their family 

The production process and methods are not complicated, but they require patience 

and effort to get bananas that are beautiful and delicious due to the manufacturers to have 

to stir bananas for hours under the heat of the stove, which is the main source of heat. 

Joan Nam Samakkhon Ko Agriculture Housewife Group There are processes and steps as 

follows. 

 

The production process and methods are as follows 

1. Mash the ripe bananas thoroughly. 

The first of the stirring bananas In addition to having to use very ripe bananas 

Must ripen the ripe bananas thoroughly so that it can be stirred with other ingredients 

such as granulated sugar, fresh coconut milk, salt, condensed milk, and sesame paste 

Because if not crushing bananas thoroughly, then it cannot be stirred with other ingredients. 

After all, the agitation has to be stirred for a long time to make the banana meat fine 
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Can be combined with other ingredients to achieve a smooth and colorful flavor with 

raw materials used in the production of preserved banana as shown in figure 6. 

 
Figure 5 Raw materials used 

  

2. stir the bananas 

 
Figure 6 shows stirring bananas with various ingredients. 

  

 Step 2 is to stir the bananas. Because Ko Nam Joong Samakkhi Agricultural 

Housewife Group is a strong group in terms of both market and product standards, 

resulting in Kluai Kuan Tong Kaew having so many orders that it cannot be used by 

human labor alone. Need to use tools A small industrial machine came to help one of 

the tools that the Koen Samakkhi Agricultural Housewife Group used to produce bananas 

that were Banana stirrer Because the process of stirring bananas will take a long time, 

together with the volume of orders that have a lot to make, must be produced in bulk. 

 

 3. Pour the bananas that have already been stirred into the pan. 

 When Ko Nam Ko Agriculture Group joins Samakkhi, stirring bananas together with 

other ingredients and already getting the colors beautiful. The manufacturer will pour 

the finished bananas into the tray to get the desired shape. In most cases, the manufacturer 

will pour the container into a square so that it can be cut into small pieces conveniently. 

And the size is appropriate with the preserved banana basket products, which are the 

bestselling products of the Agricultural Housewife Group of Joan Nam Samakkhi 
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 4. Forming packaging 

 The process of packaging forming It is a process that depends on the destination 

that the group wants to pack in the form of market demand. The most popular market-

style that is ripe is the form of candy tablets. Besides, there are baskets wrapped in dried 

banana leaves in both forms. This product is a well-known form of Ko Nam Joan 

Samakkhi Housewife Group. Can be seen in the picture 8-12. 

 
Figure 7 shows the wrapping of bananas stirred into a bunch of boiled rice. 

 
Figure 8 shows the process of producing preserved banana products from Picture 8 

 
Figure 9 shows the finished banana stirred product in a basket 

 
Figure 10 shows the preserved banana products in a wholesale style 
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Figure 11 shows the transfer of local wisdom from generation to generation. 

 

 At present, community enterprise groups Became the target group of the government to 

develop further By assigning the Department of Community Development The Ministry of 

Interior is the main unit for development and promotion. The operation of various 

community enterprise groups in Thailand Which aims to create sustainability and can 

develop into a product that Creating economic value using the community of Ko Nam 

Samakkhon Agricultural Housewife Group Is another example of an enterprise group 

that has patience, perseverance and adaptability to make products Banana Kuan Tong 

Kaew Known both inside and outside Kamphaeng Phet Province. Bring reputation 

and currency. 

 

Conclusion 
Studies on bananas to famous Kamphaeng Phet products consist of 1) Bananas and 

the Thai way of life 2) Souvenir products 3) Kluai Tong Kaew products Kamphaeng Phet 

Province found that the banana can be classified according to their relative relief to the 

lifestyle of Thailand 's four aspects: 1.faith 2. Elixir 3.The Food and 4.the ceremony, 

the offense, is one of the provinces. The rich and suitable for the cultivation of plants 

in a very particular "egg" egg becomes a product or products. Lahore offense Not only 

Kluai Khai, which has built a reputation for Kamphaeng Phet province. However,        

the processed products from Kluai Namwa Kluai Hom are also souvenirs that have been 

famous to Kamphaeng Phet province, which has been given to each other since humans 

were born in the world. Nowadays, souvenirs are given to each other. Used to honor 

various occasions and occasions, even if the gift Some may not have a price, but there 

is a psychological value that the giver gives to the recipient of the gift may be considered 

an object of joy to the giver. Given with love, respect, faith, and nostalgia for the recipient 

Souvenirs, thereby influencing human senses through which a great many of them in 

the Present Present social conditions change. Souvenir Man-made to make or distribute as 

souvenirs for distribution and the development of forms. The quality of the products is 

increasing to meet the needs of consumers. Classified by The purpose of utilization is 

as follows: 1. The type of feed 2 of the project. 3. Decoration, in which Kamphaeng Phet 

province has souvenir products, foodstuffs, bananas Which is the local identity to make 

bananas, stirring bananas, to become Kaew Tong Kaew of Ko Nam Joan Samakkhee 

Agriculture Housewife Group Is another group of enterprises that turn to conduct business in 

banana processing With the leadership of Miss Rungnapha Waiwijit, the president of 

Ko Nam Samakkhon Agriculture Housewife Group Currently requesting help and 

support from the Kamphaeng Phet Provincial Agricultural Extension Office. To send 

staff to train the processing of agricultural products (Kluai Kuan) from raw materials 

that are in the community a lot Which at that time the product that was in the community a 
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lot was Bananas and grapefruit, so the first product that arose from the integration of 

village villagers Ko Nam Joan Samakkhi is a banana stirring and pomelo preserved by 

the dedication and effort of the members. Making the Kuan Guan Tong Kaew group 

has a lot of other products to market and has a variety of distribution activities, such as 

booths selling OTOP products, selling online Store sales, which include wholesale and 

retail cases, Make the group's financial status stronger. Members within the group 

Agricultural housekeeper Joan Samakkhee. 
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